
PLEASE NOTE --- After Installing your Swimsuit Wallpaper collection from 
the floppy disk, your background will automatically be changed to one of the
swimsuit photographs the NEXT TIME YOU RELOAD WINDOWS. You also have 
the option of viewing/changing all the backgrounds by using Window's
control panel ---- explained below.

Congratulations on purchasing this windows wallpaper SWIMSUIT edition. All of the
photographs in volume 1 of this collection were mastered using High Resolution 
technology, This process allows us to offer you the highest quality 256 color super 
VGA images possible. Using special filters, and resolution enhancing software, we 
are able to maintain the photographic quality and sharp detail of this visually stunning,
windows swimsuit wallpaper collection. You must have a VGA video card capable of 
displaying 256 colors or greater in order to be able to properly display this collection. 

A total of 15 swimsuit photographs will be placed in your windows directory. This collection
is designed to optimize displaying the swimsuit models, while simultaneously placing the 
least amount of resource demands on Windows. Because of this, all images are scaled, 
and will not fill the entire screen. This allows you to enjoy many more models at a higher 
quality photographic detail resolution, and allows for more convenience in placing windows 
icon's on your desktop. Files SWIM1V1 through SWIM15V1 will be placed in your Windows 
directory.

In order to display any of the swimsuit files as windows wallpaper  you must load the windows
Desktop from the Control Panel. (The Control Panel should be under your main windows 
group). In desktop select the file name you want to display as wallpaper.(SWIM1V1-
SWIM15V1). You may also want to switch from CENTERED to TILED to see which effect 
you prefer for displaying your wallpaper. After selecting your swimsuit wallpaper, hit the OK 
Button and view your new background. 

The images should be near photographic quality on a 256 color or greater VGA card. This 
file will be copied to the install directory you specified on startup, should you need to consult 
it at a future time, you may do so by loading it into Windows Write as SWIMVOL1.WRI. We 
hope you enjoy this high quality windows swimsuit wallpaper. 


